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White paper

 

Bluetooth is a wireless technology which has become very popular in the consumer sector. At present, it is fact that there are 

more Bluetooth than WLAN chip sets sold each year. This is predominantly due to the use of the Bluetooth technology in cell 

phones, headsets, etc. The base technology is standardized in the IEEE 802.15.1. In addition to this standard, the 

Bluetooth SIG (Special Interest Group - an association of manufacturers of Bluetooth chip sets and Bluetooth devices) 

defines various application profiles, e.g., for voice transmission, serial communication or Ethernet transmission in personal 

area networks (PANs).

This technology is particularly useful for industrial communication due to the following reasons:

1. Communication is already time-synchronized at the 

medium. Thus, with regard to determinism, it is very 

similar to the wired fieldbus method of operation.

2. Chip sets and ultimately the devices are standardized 

thus enabling both universal use and cost-effective 

manufacturing. 

3. In principle, the Bluetooth method of operation does not 

require the configuration of any wireless parameters in 

order to establish a wireless connection. This is, for 

example, of particular importance for applications in 

mechanical engineering. Imagine, if you will an end 

customer operating several machines of the same type 

in a hall and the wireless solutions for the machines 

having to be adapted individually before starting 

operation. In most cases, an unacceptable scenario.

4. Application profiles like SPP (serial communication) or 

PAN (transparent Ethernet) can be used in industrial 

applications on a one-to-one basis for various control 

and parameterization tasks.

5. Bluetooth only uses the small bandwidth of 1 MHz in the 

frequency spectrum. This enables various systems to 

be operated in parallel without adverse effects. This 

also leads to a limited net transmission rate, which 

however, with approx. 700 kbps, is still high enough for 

several automation applications. In this way, it is 

possible to make better use of the scarce frequency 

spectrum available for license-free wireless 

transmission.

6. Bluetooth has proved to be a robust technology, 

especially in industrial environments involving large 

amounts of steel and reinforced concrete. It is 

particularly suitable to cope with effects like multipath 

fading in highly reflective environments.

Bluetooth enables a high density of wireless networks to operate in parallel without adverse effects. This is due to both the 

channel width of 1 MHz and to implemented frequency hopping with time slots of 625 µs. A fact not only important for cell 

phone applications (e.g., in airports where many people wish to use headsets for making calls) but it is also a key requirement 

of industrial communication (see above).

1 Bluetooth for industrial use

2 Frequency behavior

Coexistence mechanisms of Factory Line 
Bluetooth devices for interference-free 
parallel operation with WLAN 802.11b/g
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However, the situation becomes more difficult, if Bluetooth should coexist with other systems which operate at fixed 

frequencies (e.g., WLAN, see Figure 1) without interference. Using WLAN the 2.4 GHz ISM band (Industrial, Scientific, 

Medicine) is divided into 13 channels with a bandwidth of approximately 20 MHz required for each WLAN system. Bluetooth 

divides the same band into 79 channels. 

If interference occurs on a Bluetooth channel due to a WLAN operating on the same channel, Bluetooth has the option of 

changing to a different frequency during the next time slot by using the frequency hopping procedure. This new frequency 

may well be outside the WLAN spectrum. WLAN does not offer this possibility because the frequency used is static.

It is not only the frequency that may cause Bluetooth or WLAN interference. In addition, there are the signal levels of the 

corresponding interferer and the question of whether both systems transmit data simultaneously. WLAN, for example, is 

particularly suited to cope with narrow band interferers, provided that their signal levels do not exceed a specific signal/noise 

distance in relation to the WLAN signal.

Figure 1 Unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band used by Bluetooth and WLAN

The simultaneous occurrence of WLAN and Bluetooth networks is not the exception, but rather the rule for consumer and 

office sectors as well as in industrial communication. For this reason, Bluetooth has, since Specification 1.2, been provided 

with an automatic coexistence mechanism: Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH).

This enables Bluetooth radios to no longer use channels which have been designated as "bad" (see [1] and [2]). The hopping 

sequence and the decision as to which channels should not be used is left to the master of the Bluetooth network. For the 

wireless IO system from Phoenix Contact, this is always the base station.

According to [1] and [2] the master has three options to decide whether a frequency should be deleted from the list of possible 

Bluetooth channels (channel map) thus changing the hopping sequence.

1. Master measurements: 

Measurements can be either passive (evaluation of 

receive levels (RSSI = Received Signal Strength 

Indication) on channels, if there is currently no 
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transmission via the own Bluetooth network) or active. 

Using active measurements, the link quality is 

evaluated which correlates with the transmission bit 

error rate per Bluetooth channel in the own network.

2. Slave measurements and reports:

The master is also allowed to disable a channel for 

network communication due to slave requests. Like the 

master the slave is able to retrieve information from its 

own measurements. However, since the master is 

responsible for the entire network coordination, the 

slave must request the master to disable the channel 

via a corresponding report.

3. The Bluetooth master obtains information for the 

channel map from its host system 

("Set_AFH_channel_classification" command). Thus, 

the standard allows the removal of specific Bluetooth 

channels from the hopping sequence via configuration 

(channel skipping or backlisting).

The Bluetooth standard provides the above options. It does not, however, define that all mechanisms must be implemented. 

In particular, the standard does not define limit values according to which channels are to be classified as "bad" and therefore 

should no longer be used, for example, due to RSSI limit values or bit error rates which have been exceeded.

Taking this into consideration and also the fact that Bluetooth is only able to detect another frequency user like a WLAN 

system whilst it is transmitting, implies that other systems may only be detected when the network load reaches a specific 

level. The following rule of thumb is based on the experiences made with Bluetooth chip sets from different manufacturers. 

In cases of WLAN coexistence, the WLAN must have a minimum network load of 10% to enable Bluetooth to definitely detect 

it over the entire frequency range.

Especially in consumer termination devices, the above third possibility cannot usually be configured by the user, even though 

according to the standard the corresponding commands must be implemented in the chip sets.

Devices from Phoenix Contact offer the user the possibility of manual configuration. However, for manual configuration, 

certain conditions must be observed. These are derived from international regulations for frequency hopping systems:

1. Bluetooth must use a minimum number of 20 channels 

for communication, which are to be spread over the 

entire bandwidth. 

2. In addition, the American Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) requires that frequency 

management should only be used to avoid interference 

from wireless systems operating in accordance with 

other wireless standards (e.g, WLAN according to 

IEEE 802.11). Frequency management must not be 

used to increase system density of frequency hoppers 

of the same standard (see [3]).

Figure 2 illustrates how the 2.4 GHz band is used by three independent WLAN systems on WLAN channels 1, 6, and 11 and 

one Bluetooth system operating in the space remaining between these. The Bluetooth system saves 19 Bluetooth channels 

(i.e., 19 MHz) per WLAN channel. Thus, 23 channels remain available for Bluetooth communication.

In this way, Bluetooth systems from Phoenix Contact offer an optimum coexistence with other frequency users of the 

2.4 GHz band, especially WLAN systems, via a clear frequency separation. The mechanism is strictly compliant to Bluetooth 

and thus can be used to influence the frequency behavior of Bluetooth devices from other manufacturers, which do not 

support manual configuration but comply with the Bluetooth standard 1.2 or later, by operating them as a slave to a Phoenix 

Contact master (e.g., a Bluetooth Access Point).
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Figure 2 Measured spectrum when using three WLAN channels and one Bluetooth system with manual channel 

skipping/blacklisting

Transmission power is another parameter for improving the coexistence between different wireless solutions or between 

wireless solutions of the same technology. In general, for almost all wireless solutions independent of the technology used, 

the transmission power can be set individually at the chip level. 

In consumer and office solutions, the transmission power is frequently static and cannot be parameterized by the user. For 

automation applications, it is useful if the transmission power can be set. For this, the following guideline should be followed: 

Set the transmission power as high as required but as low as possible.

In addition to the static, settable transmission power, Bluetooth has an individual, automatic power control. This means that 

from Version 1.2 onwards Bluetooth automatically reduces the transmission power to the lowest possible level. The 

transmission power set in Phoenix Contact devices only specifies the maximum possible transmission power. For short 

distance applications of only a few meters, it will be considerably reduced by several dB via the control mechanism. This 

technology was originally implemented for Bluetooth in order to conserve the battery power of cell phones. However, with 

regard to coexistence and system density, it offers further considerable advantages for industrial use.

3 Transmission power
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Bluetooth differentiates between three transmission power classes:

Cell phones frequently use Class 3 radios with a typical range of 10 m. Class 1 radios enable communication distances 

considerably over 100 m, when used in outdoor applications and in the line of sight of antennas. In indoor applications, 

Class 2 radios still reach a range of 30 m or upwards, which is absolutely sufficient for the typical dimensions of a machine 

or production cell.

While power control is optional for Class 2 and 3, it is mandatory for Class 1 radios. Thus, Phoenix Contact always uses 

Class 1-compliant radios, even if they are operated in the devices with a lower maximum transmission power.

In Bluetooth there are two operating phases, which require special attention in regard to the coexistence with other wireless 

systems. Firstly, the search for nearby and connectable Bluetooth devices (inquiry), and secondly the actual establishment 

of a Bluetooth communication connection (paging).

Since the devices are not yet integrated in a Bluetooth network at this point, the AFH mechanisms cannot yet be applied. In 

addition, a device which wants to establish a connection with another device is first required to synchronize its frequency 

hopping sequence to that of the desired connection partner.

For this, the devices require only 32 of the 79 Bluetooth channels. The device, which for example, wants to establish a 

connection, i.e. the paging process, hops through these channels at the doubled hopping frequency rate (3200 hops instead 

of the usual 1600 hops per second) sending connection requests at the same time. To enable the partner to accept a new 

connection in addition to a possibly existing integration in a Bluetooth network, it must scan its paging channels at specific 

time intervals. This process is referred to as page scan.

A scanning device does not affect adjacent wireless devices because its reception behavior is strictly passive. The active 

paging device, however, may have a strong effect. The Bluetooth standard defines several parameters determining the time 

behavior for paging and inquiry (in general, the same applies). Related keywords: page scan interval, page scan window, 

inquiry scan interval, interlaced scan, etc.

Phoenix Contact uses special parameters for page and inquiry or page scan and inquiry scan enabling a good compromise 

between rapid connection establishment and high WLAN compatibility: the low emission mode (LEM).

Devices accepting a connection frequently enter the page or inquiry scan state for short periods while the device which is 

establishing the connection transmits only for a very short time (approx. 100 ms) and then pauses until the next connection 

is established (approx. 3 s later, see Figure 3).

Figure 3 Paging for devices in low emission mode

3.1 Table 1: Bluetooth transmission power

Class Maximum transmission power

in dBm

Maximum transmission power

in mW

1 +20 100

2 +4 2.5

3 0 1

4 Connection establishment - inquiry and paging
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Applying Bluetooth, consumer devices often use the strategy to page as much as possible in order to achieve a rapid 

connection establishment. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

The paging process of a common Bluetooth USB memory stick (left figure) compared to a wireless IO device from Phoenix 

Contact with LEM (right figure) is shown using a spectrum analyzer. Please note that the figures show the transmission power 

(y-axis) with regard to time (x-axis), rather than spectrums. 

Figure 4 Comparison of a paging process for a BT USB memory stick without LEM and a Phoenix Contact device 

with LEM

It is obvious that the USB memory stick transmits permanently whereas the device with LEM only transmits short pulse 

packets and allows other frequency users time in order to make use of the wireless medium.

In simple terms, this means that the low emission mode enables time multiplexing for the wireless medium whereas the 

AFH mechanisms lead to frequency multiplexing. The standard does not provide for Bluetooth frequency planning for the 

paging and inquiry process. This leaves a minimization of the time factor as the only possibility with regard to connection 

establishment for other frequency users.

However, Phoenix Contact devices are designed to conform to the standard even in the low emission mode. It is, of course, 

still possible to establish connection to devices which are not from Phoenix Contact. This may lead to longer connection 

establishments especially if the Phoenix Contact device performs paging in the low emission mode and the device in page 

scan (i.e., the connection partner which should accept the connection) does not support the low emission mode.

Without low emission mode With low emission mode
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For a WLAN system, the influence of a paging process with or without low emission mode is as shown in the following two 

figures.

Figure 5 Influence of a paging process without LEM on the data throughput of a WLAN system
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Figure 6 Residual influence of a Bluetooth system using LEM on the WLAN data throughput

The influence on a WLAN system is measured here by using the data throughput of a WLAN system. 1500 byte packets with 

a net data rate of approx. 25 Mbps were transmitted via a WLAN system operating in 802.11g mode. 

During the paging process without low emission mode the WLAN data throughput declined considerably. Depending on the 

paging parameterization of the device manufacturer, the result may worsen up to the possibility of a standstill in the WLAN 

connection. In contrast, with the use of LEM, the paging influence on the WLAN connection is scarcely detectable using time 

multiplexing for medium access.

Manual channel skipping or backlisting as well as the settable transmission power ensure the optimum coexistence with 

other frequency users for applied Bluetooth solutions. Even for connection establishment where AFH and channel 

backlisting cannot be applied for a specification compatible Bluetooth implementation, the standard allows a minimization of 

wireless interference on other wireless systems by skillful selection of parameters (low emission mode).

[1] IEEE Standard for Information technology – Telecommunications and information exchange between systems – 

Local and metropolitan area networks - Specific requirements - Part 15.1: Wireless medium access control (MAC) 

and physical layer (PHY) specifications for wireless personal area networks (WPANs), publication date: 2005

[2] Specification of the Bluetooth System, Core Package version 2.1 + EDR, publication date: July 2007

[3] FCC Rules Part 15 – Radio frequency devices, Section 15.247: Operation within the bands 902–928 MHz,

2400–2483.5 MHz, and 5725–5850 MHz, publication date: February 2006
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